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I. INTRODUCTION

I will limit my comments to disclosure in publicly held business firms. Also, by

"disclosure," I mean disclosure required by law (unless otherwise indicated).

I would like to emphasize on three points. First, it is easy to say that disclosure is a good

thing. In fact, I am an advocate for disclosure. Disclosure enhances transparency. Disclosure helps

"stakeholders" of the firm and other market participants act properly. With adequate information,

investors can buy or sell stock, "voice" to the management, or even acquire control of the company.

Also, disclosure might prevent fraud. Despite these benefits, however, disclosure accompanies costs.

The costs are put on the firm which is required to make disclosure, and thus on the national economy.

Therefore, when one pursues the improvement of the disclosure system, one must have a clear idea of

exactly what disclosure system to aim at. Indeed, it is extremely important to be aware of what

information should be disclosed. Information being disclosed must be "useful," that is,

understandable and verifiable. In this sense, what accounting rules should be adopted is particularly

important. And audit by accounting professionals must be reliable.

Second, disclosure does not have an absolute value in isolation. The value, or the

effectiveness, of disclosure depends very much on other (often non-legal or loosely legal) conditions,

such as the style of finance and ownership structure. The value of disclosure is higher where there is

a well-functioning capital market. It is also higher where investor ownership is dispersed rather than

concentrated.

Third, from a corporate governance perspective, disclosure alone may not be enough, and

other legal infrastructures are equally important for corporate governance to matter. For instance,

even if the vast amount of information on public companies is available in the market place, if there

are restrictive legal rules on corporate takeovers, the "market for corporate control" does not function

as an effective corporate governance device. Therefore, when one considers the improvement of the
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disclosure system, one must also prepare a comprehensive regime of securities regulation to take the

full advantage of the disclosure regime.

In Japan, the disclosure system has been, and is, more and more important. I believe that this

trend is consistent with what I just said - first, Japan is adopting the global accounting standards;

second, Japan is moving from the bank centered system to the capital market based system, and from

the system with concentrated investor ownership to the system with more dispersed investors; and

third, Japan is experiencing a comprehensive overhaul of its legal and regulatory infrastructure on

capital markets.1

In the following, I will elaborate these points. In Section II, I will examine the role and

limitation of disclosure required by law. In Section III, I will overview the Japanese situation.

Finally, Section IV is my brief conclusion.

1 Japan is currently in the process of a comprehensive reform of banking, capital market, and insurance
regulation, known as "Japan's Big Bang." See, e.g., Valentine V. Craig, Financial Deregulation in Japan, FDIC
Banking Review, Volume 11, No. 3, at 1 (1998).
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II. THE ROLE AND LIMITATION OF DISCLOSURE IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

A. The Logic of Mandatory Disclosure: Why and What To Disclose?

While capital markets are both well-developed and well-functioning markets when compared

with product and other markets, they operate in a highly regulated environment. Highly organized

securities markets on stock exchanges also operate in a highly regulated environment. This puzzle of

why there is more rather than less regulation in capital markets than in other markets, stems from the

historical origin of securities regulation: protection of public investors against manipulative and

deceptive activities by securities brokers and others. Thus, securities regulation in most jurisdictions

emerged and is centered upon the idea of retail investor protection.2 The two fundamental ways of

protecting investors are found in mandatory disclosure and anti-fraud rules.

The value of disclosure has been well recognized, and the relationship between the amount of

information available in the market place and the "efficiency" of the stock market has been well

analyzed.3 Why the law must require the firm to disclose certain information, however, is not

entirely clear. Nevertheless, most industrialized economies today have a legal system of mandatory

disclosure. In fact, civil law countries have a register system of merchants, which provides specific

information regarding the amount of stated capital, the names of officers and directors, and other

pertinent information on business entities. In many jurisdictions, securities law provides a detailed

and complex disclosure system for large public companies.

The value of disclosure depends on the value of information being disclosed. In general,

information being disclosed comprises of two kinds: accounting and non-accounting information.

2 In theory, protection of public investors alone does not justify regulation. This fundamental question of
why we need regulation in capital markets is not discussed today. See Merritt B. Fox, Required Disclosure and
Corporate Governance, in Klaus J. Hopt et al. (eds.), Comparative Corporate Governance 701 (1998) (arguing
that corporate governance, not investor protection, is the justification for mandatory disclosure).
3 See Ronald J. Gilson and Reinier H. Kraakman, The Mechanisms of Market Efficiency, 70 Virginia
Law Review 549 (1994). For the "Efficient Market Theory," see, e.g., Burton G. Malkiel, A Random Walk
Down Wall Street (6th ed. 1996).
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For accounting information to be useful, it must be based on proper accounting treatment. What is

proper accounting, however, is not entirely clear, and is much debated today. The global trend is that

the importance of market-value accounting is being more and more recognized.
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B. Disclosure and the Depth of Capital Market

Mandatory disclosure has both benefits and costs. Its value depends on other elements of

corporate governance.

Among various determinants of corporate governance, or how companies are run, it is well-

known that two are most important: the style of finance and ownership structure. First, for the style

of finance, jurisdictions can be classified as either the bank centered system or the capital market

centered system. Because capital markets function better when more information is available in the

market place, disclosure is more important and more valuable in the capital market centered system.

In other words, in any given country's policy, the increased emphasis on the disclosure system means

the increased emphasis on the capital market based system. This suggests that Japan's efforts to

improve the disclosure system in recent years mean its move from the bank centered system to the

capital market based system.

Second, when ownership is concentrated, investors are able to collect necessary information

about the firm by themselves, rather than through the mandatory disclosure system. When ownership

is spread out, dispersed investors face the collective action problem, and may be more benefited by

the law's mandatory disclosure. This suggests that where investors are more dispersed, the

mandatory disclosure system is more valuable and more effective. And perhaps, where disclosure is

more seriously taken into account, investor ownership structure may change to non-concentrated.

Other legal infrastructures, however, are equally important for the capital market to function

well and properly. One typical example is the rule for corporate takeovers. It is well-known that

corporate takeovers discipline inefficient management, but restrictive legal rules on corporate

takeovers often emerge for political reason. When corporate takeovers are not easy, the value of

capital markets would be reduced from a corporate governance perspective.

C. Disclosure As a Legal Rule: Periodicity and Enforcement

Disclosure mandated by law has inevitable weakness. For instance, the most typical

mandatory disclosure system is to require public companies (known as "reporting companies") to

make disclosure periodically. Disclosure is made quarterly in the U.S., and twice a year in Japan.
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The scope of information being disclosed is carefully delineated in law, and the key information

being disclosed is accounting and financial data. Such periodic disclosure, however, has at least two

flaws. First, there is a time lag between the date as of when disclosure documents (typically the

firm's financial statements) are prepared and when they are actually disclosed. In Japan, the legal

rule is that periodic disclosure is made semi-annually, and the financial statements must be prepared

and become public within three months of the cut-off date. For instance, an annual report must be

prepared and become public after the closing of the company's fiscal year. Thus, there is a three

month lag. Second, there is no obligation for the company to update the information supplied in the

financial statements even if something happens after they are prepared and become public. There is

an exception that certain important events must be disclosed in a special report (known as an "8-K"

report in the U.S.), but this exception is not comprehensive.

Therefore, to rectify these two flaws, there must be a supplemental scheme. In this vein,

stock exchanges and other self-regulatory organizations usually require "timely disclosure," by which

the company is required to disclose pertinent information more often (and sometimes in more details)

than is required by law. For instance, Tokyo Stock Exchange requires listed companies to file

summary financial statements within two months from the closing of the fiscal year, and to file a

special report for events that would materially affect investor decision-making.

Another problem with legal rules is that any legal rule must be enforced, and enforcement is

often not costless. Fortunately, disclosure and accounting rules, particularly those for "hard"

information such as data in the firm's financial statements, are often enforceable at low costs. For

example, if a publicly held company keeps supplying false numbers in its financial statements, it is

most likely to be uncovered and penalized in the market place. Thus, contrary to the rule on insider

trading, for instance, rules on disclosure and accounting are often self-enforcing. This implies that it

is the value of the substantive rule that matters, and not so much the cost or level of enforcement. In

such situation, there is reason to expect that various jurisdictions' disclosure and accounting rules

converge in a more efficient direction.4

4 On this point, see Gérard Hertig and Hideki Kanda, Rules, Enforcement, and Corporate Governance
(draft, 1998).
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It might be added that there may be disclosure rules that are not self-enforcing. Typically,

rules on "soft" information, particularly non-financial or forward looking information, tend to be

litigated. For example, claims concerning misleading projections about the firm's future profits were

often filed in U.S. courts, and this led to a legislative response constraining such litigation. This

means that, for that kind of disclosure, enforcement matters. In sum, the value of any disclosure rule

must be evaluated with its enforcement cost.
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III. DISCLOSURE SYSTEM IN JAPAN

A. Overview

Japan adopts a dual system of disclosure: one by the Commercial Code (Law No. 48 of 1899,

as amended) and the other by the Securities and Exchange Law (Law No. 25 of 1948, as amended)

("SEL").

Accounting

Among major industrial countries, Germany and Japan are distinctive two countries in which

the company law provides detailed rules on accounting. In Japan, the Commercial Code provides

accounting rules on recognition, measurement, and reporting of the assets and liabilities of a joint-

stock company (kabushikigaisha) -- a counterpart of a U.S. business corporation, a U.K. public

limited company, a German Aktiengesellshaft and a French "société anonym." For most assets, the

Commercial Code adopts the principle of historical cost accounting, but when the market value

declines below the historical cost, the company must adjust booking to the market value (known as

the conservative accounting principle). As noted below, this accounting rule is expected to change

soon.

The purpose of the "company law accounting" lies for the most part in the measurement of

the company's annual "profits" in connection with the Code's dividend regulation: dividend may only

be paid out of the company's (accumulated) profits. Large companies must have their annual

financial documents audited by accounting auditors (who must be CPAs) before submission to the

annual shareholder meeting.

In addition, the SEL requires all "reporting companies" to prepare financial statements, both

on unconsolidated and consolidated bases, twice a year. "Reporting companies" are (1) companies

whose securities are listed on a stock exchange, traded "over the counter," or the number of whose
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registered shareholders is 500 or more and (2) companies which filed a registration statement with

the Ministry of Finance ("MOF") when it issued securities. Their annual financial statements must

be audited by CPAs. Accounting rules (for recognition, measurement, and reporting of assets and

liabilities) are promulgated under the SEL. Accounting rules for recognition and measurement are

known as the "Japanese GAAP". This dual accounting system of company law and securities law

comes from Japanese history: company law comes from the 19th century German law and securities

law was imported from the U.S. after World War II. But accounting standards between these two

accounting systems have been harmonized over the decades, and today, the existence of this dual

system does not put much burden on the companies subject to both accounting requirements.

Disclosure

Accounting documents prepared in accordance with the rules in company law must be

submitted to the company's shareholders before the annual shareholders' meeting. The Commercial

Code requires "large companies" to make public the summaries of their annual balance sheet and

profit and loss statement. A "large company" is defined under the statute as a joint-stock company

having either capital in the amount of 500 million yen or more, or total (on balance sheet) debt in the

amount of 20 billion yen or more. Under the SEL, all "reporting companies" must have their

financial statements disclosed to the public at the MOF, stock exchanges and the company's principal

office twice a year. In addition, reporting companies must file a disclosure statement when an

unusual matter happens, such as a merger. Also, as noted above, stock exchanges require listed firms

"timely disclosure" of certain information.

Auditors

Under the Commercial Code, a joint-stock company must have kansayaku, often (somewhat

misleadingly) translated as statutory auditor. Statutory auditors are elected at the shareholders'

meeting, and do not have to be accountants or other professionals. A "large company" must have at

least three statutory auditors, and at least one of them must be an "outside" statutory auditor. An

auditor is "outside" when he did not serve as a director or employee of the company or its subsidiary
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for at least five years preceding his appointment as auditor. In a large company, there must be at

least one full-time auditor.

In addition, a "large company" must have an accounting auditor ("kaikeikansanin"), who

must be a certified public accountant or certified auditing firm. An accounting auditor is elected at

the shareholders' meeting, and is responsible for auditing the company's financial documents

annually before they are submitted to the annual shareholders' meeting, where the audit opinion is

also submitted. In contrast, a statutory auditor is responsible for the oversight of management

activities. This is understood to mean checking the legality of management's activities. The statute

requires collaboration between accounting auditors and statutory auditors by providing complex

rules, but, for instance, if an accounting auditor notices an illegal matter in the course of accounting

audit, he must report it to the statutory auditor. Thus, the role of accounting auditors in discovering

fraud or the like is limited, as compared to that in the U.S., where a more active role by CPAs is

recognized in law.
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B. Six Disclosure Rules under Japanese Securities Regulation

The SEL provides six different sets of disclosure. (1) issuer disclosure of publicly placed

securities in the primary market; (2) issuer periodic disclosure in secondary market; (3) proxy rules

(requiring public companies to send information to shareholders for mail voting at the shareholders'

meeting); (4) reporting of "short swing" trades of stock by the "insiders" of public companies; (5)

offeror disclosure in stock tender offer; and (6) ownership disclosure (requiring a shareholder who

obtains five percent or more of the total issued shares of a public company to disclose the intent of

stockholding, the source of finance, etc.). These sets of disclosure are already well recognized in

U.S. securities regulation.
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C. Year 2000 Accounting Reform in Japan

As noted above, what information should be disclosed is the key issue of securities

regulation. Japan is currently in the midst of a drastic change, and plans to implement three

important changes in accounting and disclosure rules around the year 2000: enhanced scope of

consolidation, market-value accounting, and pension liability. First, the scope of consolidation of

financial statements will be expanded. The current rule is to consolidate subsidiaries where the

parent owns more than half of the issued shares of them. The new rule is that the parent must

consolidate all subsidiaries when it "controls" them even if its stockholding does not amount to more

than 50 percent. This consolidation standard of "control" is well-known in the U.S. Second, the new

rule is that financial assets must be measured at their fair market value, rather than at historical cost.

This is consistent with the current rule in the U.S. GAAP and the position of the International

Accounting Standards Committee. Finally, the new rule requires public companies to recognize

pension liability on its balance sheet. This too is already recognized in the U.S. GAAP.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Any disclosure system is contingent. From a corporate governance perspective, the value

and effectiveness of enhanced disclosure and transparency depend very much on other elements of

corporate governance.5 In any given country, to judge the role and function of the disclosure system

properly, one must evaluate the entire system of corporate governance. Any reform on the disclosure

system often accompany or lead to reform on the entire system of corporate governance.

5 For substitutabilities and complementarities among various elements of a corporate governance system,
see Hideki Kanda, Notes in Corporate Governance in Japan, in Klaus J. Hopt et al. (eds.), supra, at 891.
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